
DOOM BAR 4%  Pint 6.80 
Perfectly balanced with a complex blend of succulent 
dried fruit, lightly roasted malty notes and a subtle 
yet assertive bitterness.

OFFSHORE PILSNER CORNWALL 4.8% Pint 7.20 
Clear and refreshing with herbal lemon aromas, it is 
brewed using Pilsner malt, whole Saaz hops and a Czech 
lager yeast which is then flavoured with English Thyme. 

ATLANTIC PALE ALE 4.5% Pint 6.80 
Brewed with precision to give complexity, subtlety 
and a cleanliness of palate while showcasing the fresh 
Citrus flavours of New World hops. 

COLD RIVER CIDER, CORNWALL 4.5% Pint 6.60 
An extra refreshing balanced taste, it’s a crisp, 
moreish medium-dry apple cider delivering  
a wave of ocean cold refreshment.

KOREV 4.8% 500ml 7.00
A pale colour and a clean, crisp taste, with delicate 
herbal and honey smells. 

TRIBUTE 4.2% 500ml 7.00 
An elderflower, grapefruit and spicy hop nose. Nicely 
balanced with a smooth lightly toffeeish malt base.

CORNISH RATTLER 6% 500ml 7.00
A traditional Cornish cloudy cider with a golden 
amber in colour, with a fruity, bittersweet apple taste.

beers & ciders

HEALEYS 4.65

Elderflower Presse 
Cloudy Lemonade 
Ginger Beer 
Pink Lemonade

CORNISH SPRING/ 
SPARKLING WATER 5.00

NAVAS CORNISH MIXERS 3.90

Premium Tonic 
Light Tonic 
Ginger Ale

soft drinks
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 175ml 250ml Bottle

CAMEL VALLEY, BACCHUS 11.50 15.25 40.00 

Gold medal winning wine in the International Wine 
Challenge Awards 2009. Light, floral and delicate 
with apple blossom and a racy edge. A really 
vibrant dry wine that shows the potential of our 
English vineyards. 

CAMEL VALLEY, ATLANTIC DRY    42.00 
A crisp, clean and fresh wine made from a blend 
of 60% Bacchus, 20% Reichensteiner and 20% 
Chardonnay and fermented at low temperature. 
This delicately flavoured wine is the perfect 
accompaniment to light fish dishes and is a 
favourite in many Cornish restaurants. The name 
celebrates the Atlantic Ocean lapping Cornwall’s 
shores, and the freshest fish in the world. 

CAMEL VALLEY BRUT   125ml Bottle 
SPARKLING WINE   12.00 63.00 

Runner up World Sparkling Wine Awards 2009 the 
International Wine Challenge Gold Medal in 2005. 
Fresh, with lovely light ripe fruits a very elegant 
sparkling wine. 

CAMEL VALLEY ROSE    43.00 
A light rose with intense strawberry aromas. This 
rose has been made dry and goes beautifully with 
barbecued mackerel, and is perfect for sipping  
al fresco, a real hammock wine! Made from 100% 
Pinot Noir.

CAMEL VALLEY BRUT  
SPARKLING ROSE    65.00 

Made with 100% Pinot Noir. Light pink colour. 
Classic English Pinot Character; lovely floral and 
delicate strawberry fruit nose. Crisp acidity with a 
touch of yeast and very well balanced. New release 
following on from the International Wine Challenge 
Trophy winning 2009 vintage. 

KNIGHTOR NV    59.00

On the nose it is elegant, with light floral aromas, 
peach and apple like fruit and less subtle lees 
notes. Despite the dosage being at the Brut level, it 
also has plenty of fruit flavour which along with its 
vibrant and fresh mousse makes for a fuller more 
jovial style.

MENA HWEG (PINOT GRIS)    44.00

Mena Hweg meaning sweet or nice mountain is 
the Cornish translation of the German grape used. 
Semi-sweet style loosely inspired by the great wines 
of the Mosel, Germany. Displays light floral and 
peach aromas with a delicately fruity palate and 
there is a tension between sweetness and acidity. 

KNIGHTOR MADELEINE ANGEVINE   45.00 
Light, elegant, pure vintage. Delicate, highly 
complex with aromas of lime and apple and  
mint on the palate. Dry finish with a good length.

wines

For a wider selection please ask for our drinks menu or wine list.

A capsule collection of cocktails 
created by our team of Mixologists,  
showcasing a taste of the very best 

Cornwall has to offer. 

CORNISH NEGRONI  18.00 

Negroni traditions, Cornish ingredients! Tarquin’s 
blood orange gin, Koneva aperitif and Knightor 
vermouth are stirred and served over ice making for 
a slightly sweeter take on the popular Italian tipple. 

HELIGAN HEDGEROW  16.50 

Celebrating the must-visit Lost Gardens of Heligan, 
this concoction features ingredients you’d expect 
to find along a wild Cornish hedgerow, including 
Tarquin’s blackberry gin, elderflower, cranberry, lime 
& fresh blackerries which are shaken and served 
long over ice.  

POLDARK & STORMY  16.50 

Our classic Dark & Stormy is created using the finest 
local ingredients including local Twin fin golden rum 
and Cornish Orchards ginger beer, then fused with 
elements of a traditional mojito with muddled mint, 
lime & brown sugar, served long over ice. 

JAM FIRST  16.50 

There’s no debating whether the jam or cream 
comes first in this sweet & creamy concoction! 
Strawberry jam is first layered in a martini glass and 
then topped with a blend of Wrecking Coast Clotted 
Cream Gin, Amaretto & cream, resembling a Cornish 
cream tea in a glass. 

SUNUP SPRITZ  16.50 

Just like the sunrise over the bay each morning, 
this sparkling spritz is sure to put a smile on your 
face! Tarquin’s blood orange gin is combined 
with elderflower cordial and topped with Cornish 
sparkling wine and club soda. 

HOUSE MARTINI  16.50 
Knightor vermouth shaken with either Tarquin’s 
Cornish dry gin or Aval D’or Cornish vodka. 

DAIQUIRI DE MAURIER 16.50

A Taste of the Caribbean delivered to you on the 
Cornish coast! Flavours of fresh strawberries, crème 
de fraise, velvet falernum & lime are elevated with 
the bold vanilla encapsulated within the Twin Fin 
Cornish rum.

SUNDOWN SOUR  16.50 
Sit back and lose yourself in the sunset over Black 
Head whilst enjoying a cocktail that’s been designed 
to compliment it perfectly. Tarquin’s Raspberry 
& Rhubarb gin, Chambord, fresh raspberries and 
the classic sour ingredients are shaken and served 
straight up in this vibrant sundown sour.  

cocktails cocktails

BIOME  17.50

If you haven’t already, experiencing the biomes at 
Eden is an absolute must whilst here at the Bay. In 
a nod to their innovation, we’ve created our very 
own Biome , a concoction of Knob Creek small batch 
bourbon and Koneva Cornish aperitif with muddled 
brown sugar and bitters, finished in true style under 
our very own cherry wood smoked ‘Biome’ - a must 
for any Bourbon enthusiast! 

ST AUSTELL BAY ICED TEA  17.50 

Our play on the classic Long Island, brought to you 
with a trio of Cornwall’s best spirits. Aval D’or vodka, 
Elemental gin & Twin fin rum are shaken with a dash 
of tequila, Cointreau lemon juice and topped with 
cola served long over ice.

non-alcoholic gins

PENTIRE SEAWARD  5.00

PENTIRE ADRIFT 5.00 

TARQUIN’S CORNISH GIN 42%  6.15 

TARQUIN’S SEA DOG GIN 57%  7.15 

THE WRECKING COAST  
CLOTTED CREAM GIN 44%  6.15 

TARQUIN’S GIN 38% 6.40

Blood Orange | Rhubarb & Raspberry 
Strawberry & Lime | Blackberry  

TREVETHAN CORNISH GIN 43%  6.40

AVAL D’OR CORNISH VODKA 40%  7.15

TWIN FIN SPICED CORNISH RUM  5.90

TARQUIN’S CORNISH PASTIS 42%  6.40 

KNIGHTOR CORNISH VERMOUTH 15%  6.15 

KONEVA CORNISH CRAFT APERITIF  6.15

CONNIE GLAZE VODKA  7.15

gins & spirits 


